2016-2017 Alliance Action Items by Team

Celebration

- To plan and host 1-2 campus events per academic year, which serve to cultivate enthusiasm for teaching and learning
- To create mechanisms for publically celebrating bold attempts to engage students and to elevate the culture of teaching and learning
- To facilitate opportunities for informal interactions that are welcoming and enjoyable

Outreach

- Create a list of entities on campus related to teaching/learning
- Create at least two interest groups
  - Service Learning
  - Online Learning
  - Teaching 1st Year
  - Classroom Teaching
  - SBP Teaching

Membership

- Develop criteria for each level – by approximately September 15th
- Develop process for verifying level of involvement
- Determine how the “at-large” members of the BOATE are elected

Programming

(Team to be added in the near future.)

- Coordinate programming amongst all the boards, offer programming not offered by other boards

Assessment

(Team to be added in the near future.)

Assessment of alliance efforts, goals and progress toward mission

Scholarly Teaching Team

- Implement functional purpose of our plank
- Have one inaugural disseminating Event (R+P)
- Several departmental visits

Student Team

- Identify available data (resources)
- About our IPFW students
  - Beloit College mindset list (describing incoming students for that year)
○ Institutional Research
  - Get students on the board. Work with team to develop a plan to integrate students perspectives
  - Potential goal: Help graduate teaching assistants prepare for graduate teaching award?